
VISIGN
The design initiative from Viega #1

New perspectives create 
new freedom. Visign actuating 
panels from Viega.

Viega bathtub fittings. This is where 
ambition reflects requirement.

A feat of engineering at your feet: 
floor level shower channels from Viega.
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It’s the finer details that make a bathroom perfect.
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Design that keeps its promises

Nothing influences people more than their first impression. In 
Viega Visign’s case, it is also the right impression. Feel free to 
believe your eyes when you see the product for the first time. 
Trust your feelings when you touch the product for the first 
time. Behind the flawless exterior is the equally well function-
ing technology which is at least as good as it looks.

Of course, actuating panels, bathtub inlets, siphons or shower 
channels are highly pragmatic objects. Their constant function 
means that we need not forgo anything in the bathroom. Most 
of all comfort. But can’t these details be something more than 
emotionless functional products? We believe they can be. That 
is why we have designed a product range together with 
renowned designers that not only impresses due to its excellent 
technology, but also due to its fascinating design: Viega Visign.

Form and function perfectly united

Designer Achim Pohl from “Artefakt Industriekultur” explains 
it like this: “Especially the interfaces between people and 
technology form the character of the modern bathroom. Here, 
people directly experience technology. Emphasis is on details. 
This is where the combination of form, material and function 
culminate in an emotional experience. We have consciously 
combined the clear, minimalist forms of modern architecture 
with natural materials such as metal and glass, to be able to 
create something independent: high-quality products with a 
visionary look. Products that one does not have to touch, but 
simply wants to touch. Products that are solid, yet appear as 
if they are floating in front of a wall. Products to stir the emo-
tions quite apart from their technical perfection.”

Achim Pohl, 
Artefakt Industriekultur
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New perspectives create more freedom.
Visign actuating panels from Viega.
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Choose the actuating 
panel and other 
functional elements 
to complete your 
bathroom concept – 
matching up with 
tiles, fittings and other 
sanitary objects.

 The materials will touch you and the design 
will capture you. Visign actuating panels.

The actuation of the 
new Visign for More 
sensitive is entirely 
without contact: 
a gentle glide of the 
hand suffices to 
actuate the flush in 
either small or large 
flush volumes.
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 Impressive design, perfect technology, 

high-quality materials

 They are so flat that it’s hard to believe how much technology 
is actually in use. Visign actuating panels with reduced shapes 
and high-quality materials such as chrome, stainless steel and 
refined, toughened safety glass prove that restraint is in fact 
an adornment. With Visign for More, the aesthetic range for 
linear architecture, a wide selection of materials and colours 
are as much a piece of the series as the modern rocker tech-
nology. You think that this perfection is admirable? Then you 
are of the same opinion as many design juries. They have 
awarded Visign actuating panels many prizes.

 Touchless comfort: Visign for More sensitive

 The new Visign for More sensitive represents progress. It 
combines for the first time the preference of an electronically 
actuated flush with the aesthetic of prize-winning designs. 
No fingerprints, no hygiene risks, but instead an absolutely 
flat, easily maintainable surface – a gentle glide of the hand 
suffices to actuate one of the two flush volumes. Fascinating 
comfort that you can only obtain from Viega.
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 The freedom to decide for oneself

 There is no accounting for taste, but 
quality is another matter. That is why 
Visign actuating panels give you the 
freedom to decide how your bathroom 
will look, right down to the smallest 
detail. Whichever material in whichever 
colour or shape you choose, the tech-
nology is able to fulfil your wishes. 
Especially when it concerns designing 
the complete architecture of a bathroom 
in unmistakable style. The reason: the 
benefits of Viega pre-wall technology 
systems are hidden behind every Visign 
actuating panel, whose versatility knows 
no boundaries.

 Viega pre-wall technology. New space for your ideas.
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 Individual bathroom design options

 Rooms are there to be designed. That is 
the reason why Viega pre-wall systems 
allow sanitary objects to be placed as 
you wish. You would like a free-standing 
room partition, a crescent wall or barrier-
free bathroom planning? Using Viega 
pre-wall systems, your ideas can be real-
ised with millimetre precision and to 
highest standards of product quality. For 
a bathroom that expresses your own 
individual taste using space and design.
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Viega bathtub fittings. 
This is where ambition reflects requirement.
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Design is also a question of reduction: 
the Visign bathtub fittings.

Best of Design

 Visign bathtub fitting are at home in 
every type of bathroom architecture 
because of their high-quality and time-
less design and are also hardly notice-
able in the bathtub because of their 
minimal construction height. This offers 
unimaginable comfort; you therefore 
avoid protruding objects in the bathtub. 
Even though they are quite discreet, 
they still get noticed. Mostly in design 
competitions. No fewer than four fittings 
were presented with the coveted reddot 
design award. The Visign MT3 also won 
the honour “best of the best”.
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 Three-in-one – Visign bathroom fitting sets 

with inlet function

 Modern designer bathrooms distinguish themselves by con-
centrating on the essentials. Graphic shapes, clear structures. 
Cool materials, clever ideas. Everything that serves the 
purpose of aesthetics is left out – the bathside fitting is just 
one example. Instead, multi-functional fittings, which serve 
the purpose of inlet, outlet and overflow, are brought into use. 
The reduced design of the extremely flat Visign bathtub fit-
tings cleverly disguises the level of technology it has to offer. 
The fittings with inlet function fill a bathtub in a few minutes 
with a quiet, straight-lined waterfall that even the designer 
could not have created any better.
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Enjoy the shower experience: 
Viega shower tray drains.
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 Wellness within your own four walls

 Modern technology has transformed 
bathrooms into wellness oases. Comfort-
able waterfall showers and XXL-shower 
heads have made showering into an 
experience and let the water trickle down 
the skin like summer rain. Refreshing for 
the body; a challenge for technology. 
That’s because the shower drain has to 
work at full capacity to deal with the 
resulting volumes of water.

 The right technology for every tub

 If you decide in favour of a lower shower 
tray, Viega’s shower tray drains for large 
volumes of water – like those which are 
produced by rain shower heads – are an 
excellent choice. Or should you on the 
other hand prefer a higher shower tray, 
we are also able to provide the neces-
sary fittings. Practical details such as 
the optional hair sieve or the removable 
odour trap ensure easy cleaning.

 Turn the shower into a bathtub: 

Duoplex

 The Duoplex fitting is especially suitable 
for family bathrooms. It has an extrica-
ble standpipe which allows water to be 
held in the tub up to a depth of 90 mm. 
This makes it possible for children to 
bathe comfortably in the shower tray.

15
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 Step beyond elegance: Visign washstand siphons

 These days, innovative technology has no reason to hide itself 
away. Eleganta siphons are regarded as a self-confident state-
ment which unmistakably enriches the overall impression of 
each and every washstand. The siphons connect excellent 
quality with impressive technology and design requirements. 
As Eleganta 1 they captivate with stylish straight lines, as 
Eleganta 2 they play with the pleasing conical form, as 
Eleganta 3 they concentrate on the organic curves. In every 
case, due to their large range of models, they offer unlimited 
freedom when designing sophisticated bathrooms.

Looking down is worth it: Viega Eleganta siphons.
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 Chic with Click

 Visign siphons can be combined per-
fectly with suitable universal or stem 
valves. The valves are available with or 
without overflow function, in round or 
square form. In this way, they underline 
the individual style of modern wash-
stands. Additionally, the valves are 
optionally equipped with refined click-
technology. This makes it possible to 
close the drain with a light touch of the 
finger, and to open it in the same way. 
This comfortable technology makes un-
sightly pull rods on fittings superfluous.
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A feat of engineering at your feet:
floor level shower channels from Viega.

 Quality, all the way down the line

 Gone are the days when shower trays determine the shape 
and position of the shower area. The multiple design prize-
winning Visign shower channels offer you new freedom when 
creating a new bathroom concept. With equally high quality 
as well as unusual materials, e.g. glass, the channels are far 
more than just a boundary between wet and dry zones. They 
are an optical highlight, which provide reliability with safety 
relevant characteristics, when large volumes of water are 
to be dealt with.
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Due to their variable construction height 
of 90 – 150 mm, Visign shower channels from 
Viega are especially suitable for renovation 
and improvement work.
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 Your taste decides

 Architecture needs freedom. That is why 
Visign shower channels can be used 
exactly where the building concept 
requires them to be. Should the shower 
channel be in the middle of the room to 
optically separate the dry and wet zone 
from one another? Or do you prefer to 
position it along a wall? With Visign 
shower channels, taste and architecture 
decide on the positioning. The same is 
true for the choice of materials. Polished 
and matt-finished stainless steel is avail-
able as well as purist glass. A special 
highlight: a shower channel that you can 
work into the tiles around the bathing 
area – tailor-made to your individual 
taste.

Visign shower channels. 
The best foundation for floor level showers.
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 Tailor-made safety

 No matter which of the nine different 
designs you opt for, Visign shower chan-
nels always convince with a high level 
of reliability. They promise a feeling of 
safety in every way. Special assembly 
processes and sealing materials of the 
highest quality guarantee that no damp-
ness gets into the floor. As you can see, 
the designers thought of everything 
when designing the Visign shower chan-
nel system – even a removable dirt trap 
and a fully accessible base plate for 
easy cleaning.
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A walk-on part, with star appeal: 
shower grates and corner drains from Viega.
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 They are round, they are square, they are triangular and they 
offer designs to satisfy individual tastes. The attractive grates 
of the Visign range from Viega are another elegant solution for 
designing floor level showers alongside the shower channels. 
They are offered with various perforations and therefore set 
different moods. All of the models are made of solid stainless 
steel and combine sophisticated aesthetics with high stable 
value. Thanks to the 5 mm thick stainless steel, they are partic-
ularly resistant to strong cleaning products and heavy loads. 
Some grates captivate with a material mixture consisting of 
glass and metal – a combination that has not only seen it earn 
admiring looks, but in fact international design prizes as well.

 Discretion is the word – the corner drains

 Visign grates as corner drains are outside of the normal walking 
area and create a harmonic unit with the respective shower 
screen, as they are available as quarter circles in the classical 
triangular form.

 An all-round winner – organically formed grates

 For bathrooms which feature rolling contours and shapes, 
there are now round Visign grates. Due to their shape, they are 
the optimal solution for mosaics or sandstone.

 Edgy style without cutting corners – square grates

 The square Visign grates are absolutely perfect for bathrooms 
with linear architecture and can be integrated optimally into 
the tiled floor. The materials from which you can choose are 
always impressive with excellent optic appeal.
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Visign for More
A selection at a glance.

See catalogue for more colours.
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Visign for More actuating panels

Visign for More impresses with stylish elements of a modern 
minimalist design world and futuristic technology and proves 
that less is more. For minimum operating effort and maximum 
reliability.

Visign for Style actuating panels

Purist optic and perfect technology as an incomparable com-
bination. Visign for Style – equally as elegant as unimposing 
for every bathroom suite.

Discover new possibilities in bathroom conception at 

www.viega.de/visign

Viega Visign fascinates with an unbelievable variety of shapes 
and designs some of which we present in this brochure’s selec-
tion. The even more comprehensive range of products, informa-
tion and ideas can be discovered online at our website.

www.viega.de/visign
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 Visign for Style
A selection at a glance.
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Visign shower grates and 

corner drains

Variety at its best. The Visign shower 
grates are available in square or round 
shapes as well as corner drains. Various 
perforations and high quality materials 
ensure unmistakable accentuation.

Visign bathtub fittings

Here, technology and design both 
impress without exaggeration. Along-
side outlet and overflow fittings, models 
such as water inlets belong to the exten-
sive range.

Visign washstand valves

A small, fine detail with the surprising use 
of comfortable technology. Variations 
such as universal and or stem valves are 
available in round or square form. With 
innovative click-technology on request.

M1
6162.0

M2
6162.09

M3
6154.0

M4
6155.0

Visign washstand siphons

This is how to preserve the art of discre-
tion: elegant Visign siphons captivate 
with linear forms, and it is impossible to 
imagine a bathroom with modern wash-
stands without them.

Eleganta Set 1
5788.4

Eleganta Set 2
5788.2

Eleganta Set 3
5788.3

Universal valve Visign V1
5438

Universal valve Visign V2
5440

Grate Visign RS2
4928.2

Grate Visign RS5
4976.20

Grate Visign RS15
4976.40

Grate Visign RS12
4962.2

Corner drain Visign EA 

4973.30

Corner drain Visign EA 

4975.10

Corner drain Visign EA 

4972.30

Corner drain Visign EA 

4974.10
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Visign shower channels

Conception and function in harmony. Visign shower channels are available in nine 
different designs with various openings, materials and appearances. Outstanding 
drainage capacities make shower channels shower trays a timeless element of 
modern bathrooms.

See catalogue for more products.*Individually suitable tile insert

Visign ER9
4971.90

Visign ER8
4971.60

Visign ER7
4971.50

Visign ER6
4971.40

Visign ER5
4971.30

Visign ER4*
4971.20

Visign ER3
4971.10

Visign ER2
4960.40

Visign ER1
4960.30
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Viega GmbH & Co. KG
Sanitary and heating systems
Ennester Weg 9
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Phone +49 2722 61-1297
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